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Foreword for the 2018 Report

It has been two long years since the previous Taiwan Internet Transparency Report.
In the past two years, the number of 4G mobile network users in Taiwan grew by nearly 20%.
By the end of 2016, nearly 70% of Taiwanese citizens access the Internet on their mobile
devices and have become undoubtedly inseparable from the Internet in all aspects of their
lives.
It is less fortunate news that although Taiwan ranks among the top countries in the world in
terms of Internet access, we have no report on digital rights protection, particularly for privacy and freedom of speech. As it stands now, this second report, in addition to being positioned as a report to reveal the information transparency of the government, is also designed
as a report to review the digital rights handled by the Taiwanese government in the past two
years. In other words, we included description and review of actual cases, in addition to statistical data.
Therefore, this is a critical report from the perspective of human rights. By organizing and
disclosing information, we try to highlight fundamental problems as well as offering proactive suggestions to the future of digital rights protection in Taiwan. We hope that the government considers the problems pointed out in this report and try to propose solutions based
on existing legal and administrative processes.
It is also worth to be further explained that reports like the Taiwan Internet Transparency
Report, which focus on information transparency, have long posed problems with the credibility of their data as core issues. We hope for this report to reflect reality. However, because
the country does not disclose the statistical data needed for this report and that government
agencies take a conservative attitude on disclosing such information, we have to remind
readers to retain a level of healthy skepticism regarding the data in this report.
Lastly, although this report is mostly based on data from 2015 to 2016, but it is to be published in 2018. To better reflect societal realities, we also reference data from 2017 when appropriate, and will note the time of data.
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Executive Summary

Requests for online personal information

1

Public prosecutors, police
and investigators issued more
than 95% of all requests

From 2015-2016, 11 government agencies stated that they had requested internet personal
information at least 65,884 times. Data on both
government disclosure and corporate disclosure reveal that public prosecutors, polices
and investigators submitted more requests far
more than any other sectors, accounting for
95% of the aforementioned requests, mainly
for criminal investigation purposes.

2

The government disclosed the
list of requests' receivers

Four government agencies disclosed their list
for data requests' receivers. At least 22 corporations received data requests from government agencies from 2015-2016.

3

The degree of cooperation
varied dramatically between
Taiwanese and international
organizations

Data showed that Taiwanese corporation offered virtually 100% cooperation with data
requests from the government. By contrast,
international corporations were only approximately 65%.

4

Credibility of the data provided
by the government improved

In the previous report, the amount of data disclosed by the government for a three-year

period was smaller than the data provided
by one international corporation for a oneyear period. In this report, however, the government disclosed more data than all international corporations combined, and most
requests may have been issued to Taiwanese
telecom operators (e.g. Chunghwa Telecom).
The credibility of the data has been improved.

5

There were many cases of communication surveillance and
communication records access,
among which we cannot be certain how many were related to
the Internet

There have been more than 20,000 applications for communication surveillance, involving approximately 25,000 lines. This number
surpasses other countries by a wide margin.
The annual number of communication records access were approximately 11,000,
among which only 1% were communication
surveillance directly associated with the internet. The number of other lines that were
involved with the Internet was unknown.

6

The reviewing capacity of prosecutors in communication
surveillance was perfunctory

Prosecutors approved 96% of applications
from police agencies. However, only approximately 67% were subsequently approved by
the court, showing that either prosecutors
do not perform review for communication
surveillance or there are problems with the
review standards.

2

Restriction of Internet Content
1

It is very possible that the data disclosed by the government is highly
incomplete

From 2015-2016, two government agencies stated that they filed 344 requests for Internet
restriction involving 497 items. Compared with the 2012-2014 period, where four agencies
filed 1,234 requests, the number of requests had significantly decreased. However, during
the same 2015-2016 period, the Institute of Watch Internet Network (which handles grievances regarding Internet content) processed more than 20,000 cases, more than 20% of
which were referred to competent authorities. This fact contradicted with the current data.

2

We have gained initial understanding of the government's practice of censoring websites
After asking the Department of Information Technology (Taipei City Government), we
learned that the wireless Internet of TPE-Free worked with foreign contractors to censoring websites by category based on a predefined list. In addition, there was also a manually
created block list that restricts content that was potentially inappropriate.

8
3

The ministry of education's network guardian angels (NGA) blocked websites
using unclear standards. Even the websites of NGOs, including the Taiwan Alliance to End the Death Penalty and Taiwan Tongzhi (LGBT) Hotline Association,
were blocked

NGA is a client filtering software developed by the Ministry of Education to provide to citizens for free. NGA does not publish its block list. After sifting through NGA's handbook and
its website and after testing hundreds of websites in Taiwan and other countries, we concluded that NGA had an unclear standard for filtering websites, or even blocking certain
NGOs websites.
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Whether Each Unit Disclosed Information (Checklist)
“V” indicates this column received full disclosure. “▲” indicates partial disclosure.
“Blank” indicates the unit did not disclose this information.
Whether the following information was disclosed
The total
number of
requests
submitted

Reason for
acceptance
or refusal and
number of times

Method for
which the
request was
proposed
and the
number
of times

National
Security Bureau

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ministry of
Economic Affairs

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

Ministry of Finance

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

Ministry of
Transportation and
Communications

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

Ministry of
Health and Welfare

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

Agency Against
Corruption,
Ministry of Justice

v

v

v

v

v

v

-

v

Investigation Bureau,
Ministry of Justice

v

▲

▲

▲

-

▲

-

▲

National Policy
Agency (NPA)

v

v

-

-

-

▲

-

-

Criminal Investigation Bureau, NPA

v

v

v

-

▲

-

v

▲

the Second Special
Police Corps

v

v

v

-

▲

-

v

▲

Tainan City
Police Department

▲

▲

▲

▲

v

▲

v

▲

Taipei City
Police Department

▲

-

-

-

-

▲

v

▲

Kaohsiung City
Police Department

▲

-

-

-

-

▲

v

▲

the Second Special
Police Corps

▲

-

-

-

-

▲

v

▲

Item

Unit

Number of
accounts
the request
involved
(or number
of items)

Subjects the
request was
issued to
and number
of times

Legal bases
cited and
number
of times

The provided
data was in
reply to this
project's
direct inquiry

Was the provided
information
covering all
possible cases

4

Legislative Yuan member Yu Mei-Nu assisted in inquiries to the National Security Bureau, National Police Agency, Ministry of Justice Investigation Bureau, and Ministry of Justice Agency
Against Corruption.

The National Security Bureau replied that the information of intellgence communication surveillance has already been reported to the Legistative Yuan, and could not be disclosed to the
public.

Ministry of Justice's Investigation Bureau is the only unit has data that does not have matching
internally.
In the beginning the Criminal Investigation Bureau only provided data related to FB.

The Tainan City Police Department only provided data related to access the IP address.

The Taipei City Police Department, Kaohsiung City Police Department, and the Second Special
Police Corps only provided the "total number of cases" which need to request the internet personal data. Those cases include Internet fraud, drug, gambling, offenses against sexual morality,
and offenses against computer security crimes.
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Subjects and Objectives of this Study
The main subjects in this study are government agencies. We requested various government agencies to disclose their statistical data related to the following behavior:
Requesting other public or private sectors to disclose personal information of
Internet users

Requesting that other public or private sectors to restrict content on the Internet

We asked more than 60 government agencies to provide us with information on their number of
requests, number of requested items, the laws they invoked, number of invocations, results of
their requests, recipients of their requests, and their methods of request.

The Internet has become the place where people are most active, leave the most traces, and receive the most information. With this project, we hope to systematically present the violation and
protection of the privacy and freedom of speech of Internet users in Taiwan, and take this report as
a basis for citizen to supervise the government and corporations in the future.

Data Sources
1

Main methods for collecting information
Based on the Freedom of Government Information Law, requesting information by issuing official documents to government agencies　　　　
Inquiries made via the office of Legislative Yuan member Yu Mei-Nu

2

Other methods for collecting information

Statistical data published by public and private sectors.　　　　
Judicial Yuan's Court's Judgment system

　　　　Interview with experts
　　　　News reports

　　　　Reports published by foreign government agencies, NGOs,
and corporations

　　　　Other literature

7

2

Overview of Requests and Replies

See Appendix I of this report for government agencies inquired by this project.

Overall, most agencies replied to inquires made by this project, whether they have the behaviors
interested in this report. Regarding statistics on requests for personal information, the government
provided more reasonable data than what we received in the previous report. However, the transparency become regressed in content restriction requests, the data were of poorer quality.
In addition, with the help from the Office of Legislator Yu Mei-Nu, we obtained data from some telecom operators, although certain operators (e.g. Chunghwa Telecom, PCHome) declined to reply.

Among the units who did not reply, police agencies are quite worth noting. For instance, official
documents sent to the Ministry of the Interior were eventually received by the National Police
Agency and then handled by the Criminal Investigation Bureau. We also did not receive any reply
from the official documents sent to the 1st to 9th Investigation Corps. This was a regretful development.

8
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Requests for
Internet Personal
Information
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Common Methods and Problems Regarding Collection
of Internet Personal Information in Taiwan
Based on our research, the government currently has four ways to collect internet personal information of its citizens:
official documents and online systems
communication surveillance
search and seizure
establishment of large-scale monitoring databases

All of which are explained below.

1

Official documents, standard
documents, and online systems

This is the main category of interest in this
project.

Based on our research, police agencies and
regular administrative agencies mostly use
official documents, standard documents, or
online systems supplied by contractors to
conduct inquiries. This type of requests is
mostly sent as official documents issued by
administrative agencies, as written standard
documents, or via online systems operated
by a cooperating corporation. These requests
would come with some basic information (e.g.
legal basis, scope of data search, and case description) to facilitate the work of corporation.
A typical example here is that the Criminal
Investigation Bureau is one of the regular contact for Facebook1 . When the bureau has to
send the request, they have to fill in the standard documents, and wait the review from
Facebook.

2

Communication surveillance

Communication surveillance is surveillance
related to personal communication conducted by the state. The actions are regulated by
the Communication Security and Surveillance
Act.

Because Article 12 of the Constitution of Taiwan guarantees that "The people shall have
freedom of privacy of correspondence," the
Communication Security and Surveillance Act
imposes strict regulations regarding the use
of communication surveillance by the state.
For instance, on principle, surveillance can
only be carried out in investigations involving
crimes punishable by a minimum sentence of
three-year fixed-term imprisonment or certain
crimes (see Article 5 of the Communication
Security and Surveillance Act), and requires a
interception warrant from a judge.

1. According to the Criminal Investigation Bureau (CIB), the bureau serves as the window for all "police" requests in Taiwan for Facebook. Besides CIB, it is reported that
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Currently, communication surveillance can be divided into two categories,
(1) criminal communication surveillance and (2) intelligence communication surveillance.

These two categories vary significantly in details. We chose several aspects in which they vary for
comparison in the following table:
Criminal communication surveillance
Application
procedure

Subject

Application
procedure

Continuous

surveillance
time

Transparency

Intelligence communication surveillance

Prosecutor, judicial police agencies

National intelligence agencies
(National Security Bureau)

Specific criminal suspect or
related persons. See Article 4
and 5 of the Communication
Security and Surveillance Act.

Foreign forces, foreign hostile forces, or their
working staff

Generally, based on Article 5 of the
Communication Security and Surveillance
Act, judicial police agencies submit a
request to the prosecutor. The prosecutor
then submits the application to the court.
In an emergency, Article 6 of the
Communication Security and Surveillance
Act allows implementation of surveillance
first, but an application must be
submitted to the court within 24 hours.

Each application cannot exceed 30days.
Maximum continuous surveillance time is
one year.

Implementation agency and

supervising agency shall produce
a statistical annual report.

The director of the National Security Bureau
approves and issues the communication
surveillance document. However, if
the subject being monitored has a
household registration in Taiwan, then
the surveillance must be approved by the
high court judge that has jurisdiction.

Each application cannot exceed one
year. After the deadline expires, the
National Security Bureau director
must determine whether continued
surveillance is required. There is no limit
on maximum continuous surveillance.

Do not need to publish

statistical annual report.

Because the Internet has become a main means of communication in people's daily lives, criminal
investigations have begun to involve retrieving Internet IP, collecting subscribing information, and
intercepting packets for decoding in recent years. In response to citizens' change in behavioral patterns, the amendment to the Communication Security and Surveillance Act in early 2014 included
communication records. The amendment also required agencies that conduct criminal communication surveillance and their supervisory bodies to make annual statistical reports2 to regularly
disclose the execution of such actions.
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2. Different agencies have different roles in communication monitoring. The implementing agency refers to "judicial
police agencies" or "prosecutors and their officers." The supervisory agency is the courts. The establishing agency is
the Ministry of Justice's Investigation Bureau. Please see the Investigation Bureau website: https://goo.gl/oy6ypv，
December 28, 2017.

3

Search and seizure

Search and seizure are also methods of collecting evidence available exclusively to judicial police officers and prosecutors.

In contrast to the strict regulation on communication surveillance, Article 128 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure stipulates that although
a search warrant from a judge is basically
required, there is no strict rule on the circumstances of a case for regarding search and
seizure as in the Communication Security and
Surveillance Act. Therefore, search and seizure
should reasonably be a more frequently used
method employed by prosecutors to obtain
personal information from Internet providers
than communication surveillance.

4

Establishment of large-scale surveillance databases

"Large-scale" in this context means that when
the database collects data, no specific reason
is offered, and no specific group is targeted,
or even when there is a specific reason, the
scope covers virtually all citizens.

After Edward Snowden revealed the existence
of the PRISM program in 2013, a global wave
of concern ensued regarding whether states
have large-scale databases that monitor citizens. Although we do not find any similar case
in Taiwan, it still does not mean that the Taiwanese government does not have large-scale
databases.

In the final part of this chapter, we will mention the three known large-scale databases
established by police agencies and prosecutors - the "Fa Yen" system, the eTag Big Data
processing platform for vehicles involved in
criminal cases, and the databases of user
communication records maintained by telecom operators. In these cases, the Internet
has played the role of an enabler, if not an enhancer.

12

Statistical Data

Statistics on Requests for Internet Personal Information
(provided by the government, divided by agency)
The following data were obtained as per the Freedom of Government Information Law.

Based on the information disclosure requests that we sent, eight government agencies stated in
their reply that from 2015-2016, they did send requests for internet personal information to other
public and private sectors. The following are the details:

Box 1

Ministry of Economic Affairs3

400
300
200

365
225

280

No. of Request

188

No. of Successful Requests

100
0

No. of Affected Users
2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

From 2015-2016, the Ministry of Economic Affairs submitted 1,058 requests for personal information, of which 1,058 were successful. The request success rate is 100%.

Among the 1,058 requests sent by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, 1,058 users were involved,
resulting in an average of 1 user per search.
All of the requests from the Ministry of Economic Affairs were submitted as official documents
(without a search warrant).

The Ministry of Economic Affairs also supplied Articles 36 and 40 of the Administrative Procedure Act and Article 49 of the Commodity Inspection Act as legal basis. However, these laws
were not invoked in the two-year period.
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3. For official documents, we referenced Ministry of Economic Affairs' document number 10604681060 document from
July 5, 2017.

2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

225

280

188

365

Accepted

225

280

188

365

Refused

0

0

0

0

225

280

188

365

No. of

data requests

No. of users

involved in the requests
Quoted law and
no. of times
No. of each

requesting method
Statistics of

sending subjects

Article 50 of the Commodity Inspection Act4 : 1,028 times
Article 50 of the Commodity Inspection Act + Article 7 of the Telecommunications Act 5 ：30 times

Official documents (no search warrant): 1,058 times
Government Agencies: 28

Non-Government Agencies: 1,030
Government
Agencies

Subject list

Department of Household Registration (MOI)

YAHOO! Taiwan Holdings Limited,
Non-Government
Agencies

PChome Online (PChome), PChome

Store, PChome eBay Co., Ltd., Shopee,

Chunghwa Telecom, Taiwan Mobile Co.,
Ltd., Far Eas Tone Telecommunications
Co., Taiwan Star Telecom Corporation

4. Article 50 of the Commodity Inspection Act: https://goo.gl/dicuAj
5. Article 7 of the Telecommunications Act: https://goo.gl/nCDykD
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Box 2

Ministry of Finance 6

2500

2,273

2000

No. of Request

1500

No. of Successful Requests

1000
500
0

792
54 54

2015 1H

68 68

326

2015 2H

98 97
2016 1H

130 129

415

No. of Affected Users

2016 2H

2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

Accepted

54

68

97

129

Reason for refusal

-

-

No. of users
involved in the requests

Provided data
was incomplete

Provided data
was incomplete

792

326

2,273

415

No. of data requests

Refused

54

0

68

0

98

1

130

1

Quoted law and
no. of times

Article 30 of the Tax Collection Act7 : 350 times

No. of each
requesting method

Official documents (no search warrant): 350 times

Statistics of

sending subjects
Subject list

Government Agencies: 0

Non-Government Agencies: 350 times
Taxation data was not provided

From 2015-2016, the Ministry of Finance submitted 350 requests for personal information, of
which 348 were successful. The request success rate is 99.4%.

Among the 350 requests sent by the Ministry of Finance, 3,806 users were involved, resulting in
an average of 10.9 users per search.

15

6. Official document referenced Ministry of Finance's document number 10613940660 document from September 8,
2017.
7. Article 30 of the Tax Collection Act: https://goo.gl/PmrAvN

All of the requests from the Ministry of Finance were submitted as official documents (without
a search warrant).

The Ministry of Finance declined to provide information about the recipient of its requests on
the grounds that the tax-related information could not be provided.

The Ministry of Finance also supplied Article 33 of the Tax Collection Act and Paragraph 1 Article 10 and Articles 12, 13, and 42 of the Customs Act as legal basis. However, these laws were
not invoked in the two-year period.
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Box 3

Ministry of Health and Welfare8

500

425

400
300

No. of Request

199

165

200

347

No. of Successful Requests
No. of Affected Users

100
0

2015 1H

2015 2H

No. of data requests
Accepted
Refused

No. of users

involved in the requests
Quoted law and
no. of times
No. of each

requesting method
Statistics of

sending subjects

Subject list

2016 2H

2016 1H
2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

165

199

425

346

165
0

165

199

425

9

0

199

425

347
0

347

Article 289 of the Act Governing Food Safety and Sanitation: 373 times
Article 2910 of the Act Governing Food Safety and Sanitation: 63 times
Article 2411 of the Statute for Control of Cosmetic Hygiene: 283 times
Article 66-112 of the Pharmaceutical Affairs Act: 416 times
Article 40 13 of the Administrative Procedure Act: 1 time

Official documents (no search warrant): 1,136 times
Government Agencies: 6 times

Non-Government Agencies: 1,130 times

Government agencies
Non-Government
Agencies

Financial Supervisory Commission

YAHOO! Taiwan Holdings Limited,
PChome Oline (PChome), PChome eBay
Co., Ltd. , Pixnet, Chung Hua University Computer Center, Ocerp, Shopee

From 2015-2016, the Ministry of Health and Welfare issued 1,136 requests for personal information, of which 1,136 were successful. The request success rate is 100%.

Among the Ministry of Health and Welfare's 1,136 requests, 1,136 users were involved, resulting
in an average 1 user per search.

All of the requests from the Ministry of Health and Welfare were issued as official documents
(without a search warrant).
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8. For official document, reference the Ministry of Health and Welfare's document number 1062660335 from July 28,
2017.

9. Article 28 of the Act Governing Food Safety and Sanitation: https://goo.gl/ZTha5

10. Article 29 of the Act Governing Food Safety and Sanitation: https://goo.gl/EdeY6r

Box 4

Agency Against Corruption ( Ministry of Justice ) 14

50
40

30

30
20
10
0

9

8

9

No. of Request

11 10

2015 1H

No. of data requests
Accepted
Refused

2015 2H

No. of Successful Requests

15 13 15

11 11 11

No. of Affected Users

2016 2H

2016 2H

2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

８

10

11

13

９
１

11
１

11
0

15
２

Google, LINE, Facebook each refused once. The reason was "the data
Reason for refusal

was not stored in the database of the Taiwan subsidiary company."
Yahoo refused one time. The reason was "the company can-

not conduct reverse search using keywords such as the user's
name, ID number, nickname, address, or telephone number."

No. of users

involved in the requests
Quoted law and
no. of times

Statistics
of
No. of each
sending subjects
requesting
method
Subject list

9

30

11

15

Article 2-2 of the Organic Act of the Agency Against Corruption, Ministry
of Justice + Article 15 of the Personal Information Protection Act: 46 times
Government Agencies : 0 times
official documents (no search warrant): 46 times
Non-Government Agencies : 46 times
Non-Government Agencies:

YAHOO! Taiwan Holdings Limited, Google, LINE, Facebook

11. Article 24 of the Statute for Control of Cosmetic Hygiene: http://law.moj.gov.tw/LawClass/LawSingle.aspx?Pcode=L0030013&FLNO=24
12. Article 66 of the Pharmaceutical Affairs Act: http://law.moj.gov.tw/LawClass/LawSingle.aspx?Pcode=L0030001&FLNO=66
13. Article 40 of the Administrative Procedure Act: http://law.moj.gov.tw/LawClass/LawSingle.aspx?Pcode=A0030055&FLNO=40

14. The Agency Against Corruption did not replied us the official document, the related data could be seen here: https://
goo.gl/M3pSSH
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From 2015-2016, the Agency Against Corruption (Ministry of Justice) issued 46 requests, of
which 43 were successful. The request success rate is 91.3%.

Among the Ministry of Justice Agency Against Corruption's 46 requests, 65 users were involved, resulting in an average 1.81 user per search.

Agency Against Corruption (Ministry of Justice) did not disclose the receiving Non-government agencies of its requests. The Non-government agencies listed herein are those that declined its requests.
All of the requests from the Ministry of Health and Welfare were issued as official documents
(without a search warrant).
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Box 5
1200
1000

Investigation Bureau ( Ministry of Justice ) 15
1,102

1,042

818

800
600
400
200
0

301

349

2015 1H

No. of data requests
Accepted
Refused
No. of users

involved in the requests
Quoted law and
no. of times

No. of each

requesting method
Statistics of

sending subjects
Subject list

1,011

323

No. of Request

181

89

2015 2H

2016 1H

2015 1H
1,042
301

2015 2H

No. of Affected Users

2016 2H

1,102

2

2016 1H

2016 2H

89

197

818

181

Not provided
349

345
197

273

No. of Successful Requests

3

1,011

１

(only towards FB)

(only towards FB)

(only towards FB)

323

273

345

　　Article 7-2 of the Telecommunications Act　　

　　Article 27 of the Regulations for Administration on Type II 　　
　　Telecommunications Business　　

　　Articles 15-1-1 and 20-1-2 of the Personal Information Protection Act　　
Official documents (no search warrant): 1,523 times
Interception warrant: 57 times
Paper access: 1,756 times

Government Agencies：0 times

Non-Government Agencies: 1,267 times

Unwilling to disclose because of ongoing investigation.

From 2015-2016, the Investigation Bureau (Ministry of Justice) issued 3,973 requests. Because
numbers of successes and rejections were not fully disclosed, further statistic is not possible.

15. Because the Ministry of Justice's Investigation Bureau did not reply with official document, there is no official document number to follow.
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Among the Investigation Bureau's requests, 1,290 users were involved, making it the only
agency in this report with a number of users involved smaller than the number of requests. As
a sum for various sources, the Investigation Bureau's total number of requests was 3,336, and
the number of law invocation was 3,267, neither agreeing with its total number of requests of
3,973.
Reasons for rejected requests were (1) no reply and (2) non-compliance with the organization's
data retrieval policy.
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Box 6
4000
3000

National Police Agency16

3,066

3,912

3,272

3,116

No. of Request

No. of Successful Requests

2000

No. of Affected Users

1000
0

2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 2H

2016 1H

2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

No. of data requests

3,066

3,912

3,116

3,272

Accepted

3,066

3,912

3,116

3,272

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

Refused

No. of users

involved in the

Quoted law and
no. of times
No. of each

requesting method
Statistics of

sending subjects
Subject list

0

0

0

0

Telecommunications Act, the Code of Criminal Procedure: 13,366 times
Not provided
Not provided
Not provided

From 2015-2016, the National Police Agency submitted 13,366 requests, of which 13,366 were
successful. The request success rate is 100%.
Besides law invocation, the National Police Agency did not disclose any other information inquired by this project.

16. For official document, reference document number 1070001258 issued by the National Police Agency on March 20,
2018.
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Box 7 Criminal Investigation Bureau (only towards Facebook) 17
200
150
100

184

167
133

No. of Request

108

79

56

50
0

2015 1H

81

2015 2H

2015 1H

2016 1H

No. of Successful Requests

56

2016 2H

No. of Affected Users

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

No. of data requests

133

167

184

81

Accepted

79

108

56

56

Refused

No. of users

involved in the requests
Quoted law and
no. of times
No. of each

requesting method
Statistics of sending subjects

54

59

128

25

Not provided
Not provided
Standard document + online system (number of times unknown)
Facebook: 565 times

The Criminal Investigation Bureau only disclosed information regarding its requests to Facebook.

From 2015-2016, the Criminal Investigation Bureau issued 565 requests to Facebook, of which
299 were successful. The request success rate is 52.9%.

The Criminal Investigation Bureau did not disclose the number of users involved in their requests.

The Criminal Investigation Bureau issued requests to Facebook via the "official document + online system" method. According to the Criminal Investigation Bureau, requests to Facebook required case description and laws involved and were transferred to the company's headquarters
via Hong Kong and Singapore. The Criminal Investigation Bureau also provided this project with
details regarding official documents, where Facebook cooperates in cases of murder, kidnapping for ransom, Offenses Against the Computer Security, narcotics, fraud, theft, and violations
against the Organized Crime Prevention Act and the Child and Youth Sexual Exploitation Prevention Act. See Appendix II.
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17. For official document, please see document number 1060062825 issued by the Criminal Investigation Bureau on
July 4, 2017.

Box 8
8000

Tainan City Police Department18
6,956

6000

6,124

5,813

5,288

No. of Request

4000

No. of Successful Requests
No. of Affected Users

2000
0

2015 1H

No. of data requests
Accepted
Refused

No. of users

involved in the requests
Quoted law and
no. of times
No. of each

requesting method
Statistics of

sending subjects

Subject list

2015 2H
2015 1H

2016 2H

2016 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

6,856

6,124

5,813

5,288

6,956

6,124

6,956
0

6,124
0

5,813
0

5,813

5,288
0

5,288

Telecommunications Act & the Code of Criminal Procedure: 24,181 times
Not provided
Other Non-Government Agencies, 672 times, 3%
Chunghua Telecom, 23,509 times, 97%

Chunghwa Telecom, Taiwan Mobile, Far Eas Tone Telecommunications,
Asia Pacific Telecom, Taiwan Fixed Network, New Century InfoComm Tech, VeeTIME Corp., WiMAX, Qware, Digital United Service

Data from Tainan City Police Department only involved IP retrieval, all of requests were directed
to telecom operators.

Tainan City Police Department did not provide specific legal basis.

From 2015-2016, Tainan City Police Department issued 24,181 requests, of which 24,181 were
successful. This is a search success rate of 100%.
Among Tainan City Police Department's 24,181 requests, 24,181 users were involved, resulting
in an average 1 user per search.

18. For official document, please see document number 1070006867 issued by the Tainan City Police Department Criminal Investigation Corps on January 9, 2018.
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Box 9

Other Police Agencies

16000

12,638

12000
8000
4000
0

4,918

3,653

Taipei City

Police Department

Taipei City

Police Department 19
Kaohsiung City

Police Department 20
the Second

Special Police Corps

21

Kaohsiung City

Police Department

the Second

Special Police Corps

2015

2016

Total

1,670

1,983

3,653

6,021

6,617

12,638

4,918

No. of Request

4,918

Note
Mostly involves fraud (59.3%),
followed by gambling (20.4%)

Mostly involve drug cases (80.7%),
followed by gambling (7.4%)
All involve

intellectual property cases

Because the three agencies all replied that they could only disclose the "number of cases that
required retrieval of internet personal information". Therefore, the number of requests listed
here is a conservative estimate based on "one request per case." It can be reasonably expected
that the actual number of requests is larger than the number herein.
Other data requested by this project were declined by the three agencies on the grounds of "secrecy of criminal investigation."

19. For official document, please reference document number 10637504400 issued by the Taipei City Police Department December 21, 2017.
20. For official document, please reference document number 10638527300 issued by the Kaohsiung City Police Department on December 22, 2017.
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21. For official document, please reference document number 1060012626 issued by the Second Special Police Corps
on December 22, 2017.

Statistics on Personal Information Request
Box 10

Number of requests submitted by the government

Ministry of Economic Affairs 1.6%

Ministry of Health and Welfare 1.7%

0.9%

Criminal Investigation Bureau

Taipei City Police Department 5.5%
Investigation Bureau 6%

0.5%

Ministry of Finance

0.1%

the Second Special Police Corps 7.5%
Kaohsiung City

Police Department

Agency Against Corruption

36.7%

Tainan City Police Department

19.2%

Ministry of Economic Affairs
Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Health and Welfare
Agency Against Corrup-

tion (Ministry of Justice)
Investigation Bureau
(Ministry of Justice)

National Police Agency

Criminal Investigation Bureau
(National Police Agency)

Tainan City Police Department

Taipei City Police Department

Kaohsiung City

Police Department
the Second Special Police Corps
Total

20.3%

2015

2016

122

228

505

National Police Agency

Total

Note

350

-

553

1,058

772

1,136

20

26

46

-

2,144

1,829

3,973

-

6,978

6,388

13,366

-

300

265

565

13,080

11,101

24,181

Data on accessing of IP

364

-

Only the number of
requests submitted to FB

1,670

1,983

3,653

Only the number of cases
where access to the Internet
user’s personal information is required. This is less
than or equal to the number of actual requests.

6,021

6,617

12,638

Same as the Taipei City
Police Department

4,918

Same as the Taipei City
Police Department

4,918

65,884

-
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Box 11 Compilation of requests made by the government (unit: times)

Ministry of
Economic Affairs

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Health
and Welfare
Agency Against
Corruption
(Ministry of Justice)
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Total
number
of requests
from
2015-2016

Total number
of people
involved

Approval
ratio

Requesting agency

Note

1,058

1,058

100%

Government agencies:
2.6%
Non-Government Agencies:
97.4%

-

350

1,136

46

3,806

1,136

99.4%

100%

Government agencies:
0%
Non-Government Agencies:
100%
Government agencies:
0.5%
Non-Government Agencies:
99.5%

Government agencies:
0%
Non-Government Agencies:
100%

-

-

65

91.3%

-

Government agencies:
0%
Non-Government Agencies:
100%

-

Investigation Bureau
(Ministry of Justice)

3,973

1,290

Not
provided

National
Police Agency

13,366

Not provided

100%

Not provided

-

Criminal Investigation Bureau
(National Police Agency)

565

Not provided

52.9%

Not provided

Only the number of requests
submitted to FB

Total number
of requests
from 2015-2016

Total number
of people involved

Approval
ratio

Tainan City
Police Dpartment

24,181

24,181

100%

Data on accessing of IP

Taipei City
Police Dpartment

3,653

Not provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Only the number of
cases where access to
the Internet user's personal information is required. This is less than
or equal to the number
of actual requests.

Kaohsiung City
Police Dpartment

12,638

Not provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Same as above

Requesing
agency

Note

Taipei City Police Department, Kaohsiung City Police Department, and the Second Special Police Corps all declined to disclose data on the grounds of "secrecy of criminal investigation."
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Statistics on Requests for Personal Information
(Local and International Companies)

In addition to data disclosed by the government, we also obtained statistics from local telecommunications and Internet providers22 via the Office of Legislator Yu Mei-nu. Moreover. Some
international companies regularly publish "transparency reports" that disclose requests from
governments, therefore, we also attempted to review all transparency reports published by the
companies, and collected the data related to Taiwan (8 companies in total).
We hope for these data to serve as basis for examining whether data provided by the government
is reasonable, as well as basis for future supervision on the companies and to ask companies publish report voluntarily in the future.
The following shows relevant data (Chunghwa Telecom did not respond to inquiries from this project or the Office of Legislator Yu Mei-nu. ):

Local Companies:
Number of Personal Information Requests Received from the Taiwanese Government
2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

Total

Chunghwa Telecom

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Taiwan Fixed Network

299

194

204

103

800

New Century InfoComm Tech

146

168

204

255

773

Asia Pacific Telecom

198

361

140

329

1,028

Local Companies:
Number of Total or Partial Approval for Requests from Taiwanese Government
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2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

Total

Chunghwa Telecom

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Taiwan Fixed Network

299

194

204

103

800

New Century InfoComm

146

168

204

255

773

Asia Pacific Telecom

198

361

140

329

1,028

22. Before Legislative Yuan member Yu Mei-nu assisted with this project, we asked four telecom operators directly
whether they can disclose related information, but our requests were refused by them by citing Article 11 of the
Regulations Regarding the Handling of Telecommunication User Information Requests by Telecom Operators From
Related Agencies.

Local Companies: The Number of Users Whose Personal Information Were
Provided Upon Requests by The Taiwanese Government
2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

Total

Taiwan Fixed Network

926

549

523

415

2,413

New Century InfoComm

293

381

538

530

1,742

Asia Pacific Telecom

495

1,312

356

991

3,154

Chunghwa Telecom

Box12

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Local Companies: Number Of Requests
From Government Agencies During 2015-2016
Investigation Bureau
(Ministry of Justice)

30%

2%

1%

Various government agencies

67%

Judicial and prosecutor agencies
(including the Control Yuan)

Police agencies

Chunghwa
Telecom

Taiwan Fixed
Network

New Century
InfoComm

Asia Pacific
Telecom

N/A

757

1,571

282

N/A

17

62

732

Investigation Bureau
(Ministry of Justice)

N/A

12

92

10

Various government agencies

N/A

14

17

4

Total

N/A

800

1,74223

1,028

Police agencies

Judicial and prosecutor agencies
(including the Control Yuan)

The data shows that the three fixed network providers offered 100% cooperation. The majority of government agencies that issued requests to these providers were police agencies, followed by judicial and investigative agencies. With Asia Pacific Telecom, however, the majority
of requests came from judicial and investigative agencies, which sets it apart from the other
two providers.
23. Data from New Century InfoComm Tech is based on the number of “people” requested by various agencies, and
not the number of "requests". Thus, the ratio in the above graph for New Century InfoComm Tech has been recalculated based on the data ((number of requests during 2015-2016)*(number of people) / 1742).
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The following shows the complete data from the 2015-2016 period with data disclosed voluntarily
by international companies added:

Box13

The Proportion Which Companies Complied with
Taiwanese Government Requests during 2015-2016 23
No. of requests
received

No. of people
involved in
the requests

No. of requests
approved

% of compliance

N/A

N/A
800

N/A

100%

Chunghwa Telecom

N/A

New Century InfoComm Tech

800

2,413

773

1,742

773

100%

Asia Pacific Telecom

1,028

3,154

1,028

100%

Microsoft25

1,860

7,982

1,215

Apple26

346

593

219

Taiwan Fixed Network

Google

Facebook
LINE

597

1,541
168

893

2,442
100

292

48.90%

788

51.10%

68

Oath

1,494

3,394

1,316

Airbnb

1

1

0

Wordpress

Total

1

8,609

3

22,717

0

6,499

65.30%
63.30%
40.50%
88.10%
0%
0%
Avg.: 75.5% (Total )
Avg.:100% (local companies)
Avg.: 64.9% (international companies)

Chunghwa Telecom did not respond to request for data from this project or the Office of Legislator Yu Mei-nu.
The data from LINE only included the second half of 2016, before which time LINE did not publish transparency reports. Therefore, no further data was available.

24. Transparency reports for various international enterpries can be accessed through the "transparency reporting index" compiled by AccessNow: https://goo.gl/U5vv6E

25. According to statements from Microsoft, Microsoft will notify the consumer when they provide the "consumer service data." Consumer service data include that from Hotmail/Outlook, One Drive, Xbox Live, and Skype. Thus, data
provided by Microsoft should include the user data of the aforementioned services.
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26. Apple's data includes instrument data requests and account requests.

Box14
Chunghwa
Telecom

Overview of the Government's Requests for Personal Information to Companies during 2015-2016
N/A
N/A
N/A
800

Taiwan Fixed
Network

773

New Century

InfoComm Tech

1,742

773
1,028

Asia Pacific
Telecom

3,154

1,028

597
893
292

Google

Microsoft

1,215

Facebook

788

1,860

1,541

7,982

2,442

346
593
219

Apple

LINE

2,413

800

168
100
68
1,494

Oath

Wordpress

１
1
０

Airbnb

１
3
０

1,316

3,394

No. of Successful Requests
No. of Affected Users
No. of Request

1000　　　2000　　　3000　　　4000　　　5000　　　6000　　　7000 　　　8000
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Comprehensive Data Review
1

Taiwanese local companies
show much higher cooperation(nearly 100%) compared
to international companies.

During 2015-2016, there were 26,725 requests
for Internet personal information to local
companies from the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Health
and Welfare, and the Tainan City Police Department. Only two of all requests were refused, and the rest were accepted, resulting
in an almost 100% acceptance rate. However,
international companies only cooperated with
information disclosure at 64.9%.

Regarding recipients of requests from these
agencies, there was significant overlap among
non-government agencies, and most requests
came from local companies. Data from Taiwan Fixed Network, New Century InfoComm
Tech, and Asia Pacific Telecom showed 100%
cooperation. In addition, although Chunghwa
Telecom did not provide data, we know that
Tainan City Police Department sent more than
20,000 requests to Chunghwa Telecom, with a
100% approval rate. It is therefore reasonable
to infer that local companies were far more
cooperative with government requests than
international companies.

2

Comprehensiveness of data
and reasons to refuse disclosure were not consistent
among police and investigative agencies.

Nearly 20 police and investigative agencies
were contacted by this project or via the Office
of Legislator Yu Mei-nu. When those agencies
decline to disclose data, they did not provide
consistent reasons. For instance, the National
Police Agency only filled in some of the fields
on the grounds that they lacked statistical
data. None of the 1st to 9th Investigation
Corps of the Criminal Investigation Bureau re-
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plied. The Criminal Information Division of the
Criminal Investigation Bureau stated that it
only has regular statistic on requests to Facebook and could not provide other information.
In addition, many police agencies only provided the numbers of cybercrime "cases" of the
two-year period on the grounds of "secrecy
of criminal investigation." Therefore, it was
difficult to know the methods of their data
request. Other agencies declined to provide
data by simply stating that there was no "relevant statistics." See Appendix III for details.

3

Lack of data on search
and seizure

Continuing from the previous point, of all the
replies received, none of them showed data
retrieval via search warrant.

This fact is important because, from experiences in other countries 27 , we know that
search and seizure are also main methods for
police and investigative agencies to collect
Internet personal information. Unfortunately,
just few information in this area are disclosed
in Taiwan. The only "factual" information were
only the statistics on search warrant applications and approval disclosed by the Annual
Statistics Report of the Ministry of Justice.
According to the Annual Statistics Report of
the Ministry of Justice for the 2015-2016 period28 , the numbers of search warrant applications from prosecutors and approval rates
from courts are the following:
Number of search
warrants applied

Percentage approved
by the court

2015

18,483

71.4%

2016

20,814

72.3%

27. Taking South Korea as an example, data disclosed by Naver and Kakao shows that in the requests via the "search
and seizure" method has always accounted for about 10% of the overall government request. For details, please see
the 2017 South Korea Internet transparency report: https://goo.gl/UPkRRM

3

It is clear that the current data are too sparse
for the public to know how the government
uses search and seizure to obtain online personal information.

4

Lack of data on communication
surveillance

Same as the previous report, in the replies
from police and investigative agencies, there
is no mention of communication surveillance,
let alone data on their involvement on the
Internet. The problem, however, lies with the
statistics from the Judicial Yuan and the Ministry of Justice. Each year, there are around
20,000 applications for communication monitoring in Taiwan, and the lack of data in government agencies on this matter is unreasonable. For further discussion on this topic, see
the chapter on communication surveillance
later in this report.

5

Local police departments disclosed more data, but it's possible that large amounts of data
were still undisclosed.

not disclose their data, we have statistical
evidence that police agencies constitute the
majority of requests.

7

No local companies voluntarily
published transparency reports.
All data were obtained via legislator inquiry.

The government agencies named nearly 10 local companies that received requests, and local companies constituted the majority of requests that were received. As of now, however,
no local companies has voluntarily published
a transparency report that disclosed their reception and handling of government requests.
All data from local companies were obtained
via inquiries made by Legislator Yu Mei-nu.
Compared with international companies, who
strive for users’ trust and voluntarily disclose
information, Taiwanese companies are lacking
in this regard.

The data shows that local police departments
(Taipei City Police Department, Tainan City
Police Department, Kaohsiung City Police
Department, and the Second Special Police
Corps) disclosed more data than central government agencies did. However, considering
that most police agencies were excluded in
the scope of this project or declined to disclose information and that the four agencies
above disclosed a total of almost 40,000 times
of data request, we reasonably infer that large
amounts of data remain undisclosed.

6

The data proved that police
agencies constitute the majority of government requests

Data from both the government and companies show that police agencies issued far more
requests than other government agencies.
Considering that many police agencies did

28. Reference historic legal statistic annual report: https://goo.gl/WURXXH; for search warrant application number, see
page 19 in 2015 and page 18 in 2016.
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Comparison with the Previous Report

1

Great improvement with transparency from the ministry of
health and welfare

In the previous report (2012-2014), the Ministry of Health and Welfare only disclosed data
about the second half of 2014, and the data
only concerned one specific law, which were
very incomplete. In this report, however, the
Ministry of Health and Welfare provided various statistical data as well as comprehensive
information on the laws invoked, number of
invocations, and recipients of requests, making it the agency that improved the most between these two reports.

2

The disclosed number of requests were more abundant
than previous reports and the
amount disclosed by companies. It become more reasonable.

In the previous report (2012-2014), government agencies disclosed a total of 4,908 requests, which was smaller than the number
disclosed by one single international company
for six months. The data only has very limited reference value. In this report, however,
11 government agencies disclosed a total of
65,884 requests, a 13-times increase from the
previous report and much higher than the
8,609 requests disclosed by companies for
this report. Considering that just few companies were willing to disclose information, the
statistic in this report are undoubtedly more
reasonable than the previous report.
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3

Government agencies become willing to disclose recipients of their requests

Many government agencies started to disclosed the recipients of their requests, which
is unprecedented before this report. We hope
for this practice to serve as basis for future
research and for requiring companies to voluntarily disclose information and ensure consumer rights.

Special Section 1:

Statistics of Criminal Communication Surveillance and Related Problems

Statistics

Since the Communication Security and Surveillance Act was amended in 2014, the Ministry of Justice and Judicial Yuan have regularly published statistics on criminal communication surveillance.
The data on the number of "lines" and communication records access warrants29 can explain more
about connections with the Internet. Therefore, we list the related statistic as below:

Box15

Statistics of Communication Surveillance in terms of "lines"
Provided by the Judicial Yuan during 2015-201630
No. of request
submitted by
prosecutors

No. of lines for
surveillance
submitted by
prosecutors

No. of lines for
surveillance
approved by
district courts

No. of lines for
surveillance
rejected by
local courts

Approval rate
of the court

Local telephone,
mobile phone number

41,826

53,657

36,550

17,107

68.1%

IMEI number

4,900

7,324

4,160

1,889

56.8%

IMSI number

9

11

8

3

72.7%

Hinet ADSL account

57

80

65

15

81.3%

Skype account

133

189

139

50

73.5%

Email account

20

22

15

7

68.2%

IP address

4

10

6

4

60.0%

Other31

897

1,276

1,047

229

82.1%

Total

47,846

62,569

41,990

19,304

67.1%

29. An access warrant is a legal document required when implementing communication access. The content of the
communication access includes the communication records and user's information, but does not include the "communication" referred to in Article 3 of the Communication Security and Surveillance Act.
30. For the complete data, see the “Judicial Yuan Communication Monitoring Annual Report”:
http://www.judicial.gov.tw/juds/goa/surveillance.htm

31. Reply from the Judicial Yuan indicate that "other" refers to mail, letters, speech, and dialogue stipulated in Article 3-2
and 3-3 of the Communication Security and Surveillance Act.
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Box16

37

Statistics of Communication Surveillance in terms of "lines"
Provided by the Ministry of Justice during 2015-201632
No. of lines
for surveillance submitted to
the prosecutor’s office

No. of line for
surveillance
approved by
the prosecutor’s office

Prosecutor's
approval
rate

No. of
lines for
surveillance
requests
submitted
to the courts

No. of
applications
approved by
the courts

Court
approval
rate

Local telephone,
mobile phone number

53,976

51,575

95.6%

53,422

36,416

68.2%

IMEI number

7,557

7,387

97.8%

7,580

5,309

70.0%

IMSI number

12

12

100.0%

12

9

75.0%

Hinet ADSL account

76

76

100.0%

78

62

79.5%

Skype account

194

184

94.8%

191

140

73.3%

Email account

18

18

100.0%

19

12

63.2%

IP address

10

10

100.0%

10

6

60.0%

Other

1,252

1,188

94.9%

1,246

1,019

81.8%

32. For Ministry of Justice related communication monitoring statistics, please visit the following website: http://www.
rjsd.moj.gov.tw/rjsdweb/common/WebList3.aspx?menu=INF_COMMON_O

Box17

Statistics of Communication Records Access Warrants Submitted to District Courts during 2015-2016
7%

Other communication (Internet)
（8138 times）

43%

50%

User data

No. of liness

（49368 times）

No. of
communication
records access
warrants submitted

（57,506 times）

No. of lines

Other communication

User data

(Internet)
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Total

Approved

Denied

Total

Approved

Denied

Total

Approved

Denied

2015

11,492

32,437

27,510

4,927

14,683

11,604

3,079

1,442

1,246

196

2016

10,518

25,069

21,858

3,211

12,595

10,327

2,268

6,851

5,492

1,359

Total

22,010

57,506

49,368

8,138

27,278

21,931

5,437

8,293

6,738

1,555

33. The "other communication" item is the only item directly related to the Internet involving warrants. The Judicial
Yuan clarified this as: "Other communication refers to accessing IP, LINE……" After submitting inquiries to the Judicial Yuan Criminal Department, the undertaking person indicated that "other communication" refers to communication records produced during communication using methods other than the telephone, as stipulated in Item 1-1
in Article 3-1 of the Communication Security and Surveillance Act. This can include communication records from
email, skype, and ADSL services.
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Comprehensive Review on Communication Surveillance
Based on the data of the two-year period, we propose the following key points:

1

Uncertainty about the number
of cases where the internet was
involved

In terms of communication surveillance, in
either 2015 or 2016, there were more than
25,000 lines for surveillance submitted by
prosecutors, although there were only around
150 lines each year that were clearly involved
with the Internet (Hinet ADSL, Skype, Email,
and IP), which were less than 1% of total lines.
It is worth noting, however, that IMEI, IMSI,
and phone numbers can all be used to intercept Internet traffic. Therefore, it is difficult to
determine the number of communication surveillance conducted every year. In addition,
regarding communication record, because the
Judicial Yuan has ambiguous description of
the “other communications” category, it is
also difficult to determine the number of cases involving the Internet.

2

The proportion of applications
approved by prosecutors was
extremely high. The court shoulders almost all of the reviews
process

The prosecutor is the first reviewer of applications for communication surveillance. However, data from the Ministry of Justice show
that of the applications for communication
surveillance submitted to prosecutors by judicial police agencies, nearly 96% passed. After
being submitted to the court, only 67% to 68%
were approved. This shows that the court is
the actual institution processing the majority
of cases. The prosecutor review process is apparently perfunctory.

3

Data from the Ministry of Justice did not Agree with Those
from Judicial Yuan and Had
Inconsistencies even in Themselves

In theory, the number of "lines accepted by
the court" should be the same across the Ministry of Justice and Judicial Yuan. However,
in both 2015 and 2016, the data from the two
agencies did not agree. In addition, the data
from the Ministry of Justice present a paradox,
which showed that the number of lines approved by prosecutors was smaller than the
number of lines accepted by the court. The
imprecise nature of the data above eventually
led to the number of court approvals disagreeing between the Ministry of Justice and
Judicial Yuan.

4

Number of Lines for Surveillance Involved in Applications
for Communication Surveillance
was still Large

Being "large" is naturally a relative description. In South Korea, for instance, the annual
number of communication surveillance are
only hundreds per year 34 . In comparison,
applications for communication surveillance
amount to over 20,000 per year - a number
even higher than search warrants applied by
prosecutors. One of the consequences of the
large number of applications is weakening
the meaning of the relatively low approval
rate (approximately 68%) by the court. Communication surveillance severely violates the
privacy of correspondence and should be considered the last mean to collect criminal evidence. The excess numbers in communication
surveillance and the uncertain connection
with the Internet pose serious concern over
the protection of the privacy of correspondence for Taiwanese Internet users.

34. See 2017 Korea Internet Transparency Report: http://transparency.kr/notice/2378
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5

The "Other Communications"
Categor y in Communication
Records Access increased dramatically in 2016 for unknown
reasons

In 2015, the number of communication records access in the "other communications"
category was 1,442. The number grew over
four-times to 6,851 in 2016. The reason for this
growth is unknown.

Additional Issue:
Validity of Evidence

In terms of prosecutors' understanding or judicial practice in the past, "communication surveillance" was mostly regarded as "wiretapping," which is collection of "acts and content
of communication that have not occurred,"
Therefore, when extended into the Internet, if
a country does not adapt new understanding
or requirement for new situation, protection
of rights may fall short. We discussed a similar
issue in the previous report35 .

provider, and the requested information is
communication history, which has occurred,
they may not be subject to the Communication Security and Surveillance Act in practice.

In current practice, executive agencies mostly claim that the Communication Security
and Surveillance Act only applies to specific
scenarios, meaning that most of the time,
the communication in question must both
(1) be related to telecommunications and
(2) have not occurred to be subject to the
Communication Security and Surveillance
Act. Similar logic had often been used in past
judicial practices.
Fortunately, in the 2016-2017 period, in some
notable cases involving dispute over the
strength of evidence regarding communication surveillance, some courts had adopted
different views, concluding that communication surveillance can be applied to communication that has occurred36, in addition to
communication that has not occurred. We
have hope in future developments.

The material meaning of insufficient protection is that, as current legal practices limit the
regulating scope of the Communication Security and Surveillance Act, there may be consequences as in the following: When prosecutors
retrieve the content or records of communication from most citizens, they are not subject
to the stricter regulation under the Communication Security and Surveillance Act and are
only required to use "search and seizure" or
even official documents. For instance, if prosecutors ask Google to disclose information on
and even email contents of a Gmail account,
because Google is not a telecommunications
35. See Taiwan Internet Transparency Report 2012-2014, p. 32, http://transparency.tahr.org.tw/TITR_Report_2015.pdf,
about the government retrieving IPs, email content, and member information from Internet operators.
36. For related cases, see Taiwan High Court Taichung Branch Court criminal conviction 2016 No. Shang Yi 1402, Taiwan
High Court Taichung Branch Court 2017 No. Shang Yi 180, and Ministry of Justice Letter No. Fa Jian 10604533580.
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Special Section 2: The Current State of Large Databases

1

The "Fa Yen" System

In the national report on the second international review of ICCPR and ICESCR in April
2016, the Ministry of Justice Investigation Bureau provided explanation on its "Fa Yen System"37 . According to media reports38 , the Fa
Yen System began in the 1990s. It is a database
built for collection of intelligence and national
security. The system contains household registration, vehicle registration, criminal records,
business registration, occupation, entry/exit
records, bank accounts, everyday expenses,
property registration, and tax records. There
have been cases of employees of the Investigation Bureau abusing the system.
In a letter in 201639 , the Taiwan Association
for Human Rights asked the Investigation Bureau to disclose the legal basis for the Fa Yen
system, its scale, and the types of personal
information it collects. Unfortunately, the Investigation Bureau only briefly provided the
legal basis and the types of personal information while declining outright to disclose the
key information of the scale of the database
(including natural persons and deceased persons). Because of the situation, there has been
no way for the public to examine whether the
establishment of the database violates the
principle of proportionality.

2

eTag Big Data processing platform for vehicles involved in
criminal cases

eTag started as a sticker on a vehicle for electronic toll collection on the freeway. From
late 2016 to mid-2017, however, the Criminal
Investigation Bureau established an eTag Big
Data processing platform for vehicles involved
in criminal cases, installing eTag sensors on
regular roads to accurately track crime-related
vehicles in real time.
Although the Criminal Investigation Bureau
stated while establishing the platform that
the platform required data from the Freeway
Bureau to function, a problem exists because
each eTag number is unique. If the Criminal
Investigation Bureau knows the license plates
to which eTag numbers correspond, it can
track specific vehicles without the help of the
Freeway Bureau.

In fact, the Criminal Investigation Bureau may
not be the first agency to install eTag sensors
on regular roads. Cities and counties (including Taipei City, Hsinchu City, and Chiayi City)
have installed sensors on regular roads as
"intelligent transportation infrastructure" to
monitor traffic. Therefore, the whereabouts
of drivers may have long been tracked by the
government.

37. See item 280 of the Second National Report of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, http://www.
humanrights.moj.gov.tw/HitCounter.asp?xItem=431258&ixCuAttach=141700.

38. See Apple Daily September 8, 2015, “Investigation Bureau’s ‘Fa Yen’ System Knows Everything About You”:
https://tw.appledaily.com/new/realtime/20150908/687317/
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39. For the official document from Taiwan Association for Human Rights to the Ministry of Justice, see: https://goo.gl/
nfU8KY. For response from the Ministry of Justice, see: https://goo.gl/tRi9yM

3

Expanded communications record keeping by telecom operators

In this digital age, it is well understood that
most Internet data go through lines owned by
telecom operators. Because many emerging
crimes are perpetrated via the Internet, Taiwan has some telecommunications-related
laws (e.g. the Telecommunications Act, Regulations for Administration on Fixed Network
Telecommunications Business, and Regulations for Administration of Mobile Communications Businesses) that require telecom operators to retain users' communications records
and provide government agencies with such
information when requested.Therefore, what
kinds of data are kept by telecom operators
and when such data are handed over to the
government become critical in the protection
of the people's privacy of correspondence.

Because the source of the grievance preferred
to remain anonymous, the Taiwan Association
for Human Rights began requesting the NCC
to disclose information and records of related meeting in early 2017. However, the NCC
declined to disclose the key meeting records
based on Article 18 Section 1 Clause 3 of the
Freedom of Government Information Law,
where "draft for internal use or other preparatory works before the government agency
makes a decision" is restricted from being
made available to the public. This case has entered the appeal process. Administrative litigation may be filed based on its development.

In late 2016, the Taiwan Association for Human Rights received grievance pointing out
that the National Communications Commission (NCC) was discussing the expansion
of communication recordkeeping with the
Criminal Investigation Bureau, Investigation
Bureau, and major telecom operators. Based
on our understanding, the proposed scope of
recordkeeping include:
IP addresses of both sides of
communication,
ports used,
time of communication,
TCP/UDP,
amount of traffic,
TLS/SSL certificates,
headers and cookies of HTTP, and
DNS queries and responses.
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02
Restriction of
Internet Content
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In this project, "restriction" refers only to preventing connection to Internet content by shutdown, removal, blocking, and filtering and does not include placing warning labels or bridge
pages.
Countries around the world have many methods for restricting Internet content. Specifically,
common methods include shutting down signals/Internet to certain regions, bulk blocking
certain types of websites from the source, requiring operators to remove certain information,
and providing client-side filtering software.

Governments often engage in restriction based on various reasons (or no specific reason) and
impact citizens' freedom of speech to varying degrees. For instance, based on research by
AccessNow40 , in addition to "no specific reason" constituting the majority of governments'
bases for Internet shutdown, other reasons include public safety, prevention of rumors and
illegal content, school examinations, and national security.
In modern society, studying on when and how Internet content is restricted will helps us understand the protection we have for freedom of speech.

40. The #KeepItOn project of AccessNow continues to monitor Internet blocking across the world and documents reasons
thereof. For details, see: https://www.accessnow.org/keepiton/
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Common Methods for Internet Content
Restriction in Taiwan
Based on our research, there are at least three method adopted by the Taiwanese government for Internet content restriction:
requiring operators to remove or block certain content,
screening certain types of websites or content through Internet service providers, and
developing client-side filtering software.
For the methods of content restriction discussed above, we conducted respective verification
with government information disclosure requests, connection lists, OONI, and tests on filtering software. In the following, we briefly explain the implementation and characteristics of
the three methods.

1

Requiring operators to remove
or block certain content

Similar to requests for personal information,
such requests are mostly sent by government
agencies or courts through official documents
to require Internet providers remove, screen,
or block certain content on their platform.
Targets of such Internet content restriction include texts, images, videos, audio, and search
results.
Because this kind of requests often require
cooperation from the service providers, and
Internet content is a major source of revenue
for the service providers, theoretically, the
government needs to limit the scope of their
requests and provide clear explanation to persuade the service providers.
Based on Google's report 41 , most reasons
stated by governments in content removal are
national security, defamation, copyright, and
privacy concerns.

2

Blocking certain types of websites or content through Internet service providers

Internet service providers facilitate individuals' internet access and publishing content
online. Therefore, requesting the Internet service providers to block content or even certain
websites from the source is an effective way
to exclude certain contents from all citizens’
eyes.

This way of blocking content can be conducted on various scales. On its smallest scale,
as described above, it can be used to block
certain items of content. On the other hand,
it can be used to block all websites linked to
certain categories of content (e.g. pornography, gambling, and violence) with technical
applications (such as automatic image recognition)42 or manual listing. On its largest scale,
it can be like the Great Firewall deployed by
China, using routing technologies for domains
to block its citizens from tens of thousands of
websites (such as most URLs ending in gov.
tw).

41. See Google's transparency report on content removal requests from governments: https://goo.gl/CBgFxC
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42. For instance, Microsoft's Face API is already able to accurately and automatically identify an adult with a photo taken
20 years previously. In addition, Google's Cloud Vision API also achieves similar results. This technology can effectively
and automatically screen inappropriate content from the Internet.

3

Developing client-side
filtering software

Client-side filtering software can achieve a different result from the previous two methods.
Through the previous two ways of Internet
content restriction, all Internet users' viewing
of restricted information will be continuing
restrictedaffected in the future. However,
client-side filtering software only functions
on the client side, and people who know the
workings of computers can choose what websites are allowed. Therefore, this method generally does not directly affect existing content
on the Internet.
The problem, however, is that this kind of
software is usually installed by parents on
computers to prevent children from viewing
harmful content and that the "controlled individuals" often do not have authority over the
software. Therefore, while protecting minors,
issues are raised regarding violation on their
freedom of speech and personal privacy will
always be concerned.
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Statistical Data

Statistics on Requests for Internet Content Restriction
(Provided by Government)
The following data were obtained via our requests based on the Freedom of Government Information Law.
Based on our information disclosure requests, two government agencies stated in their reply
that in the 2015-2016 period, they requested to other government agencies and non-government agencies to restrict the Internet contents. See details below:

Box 18 Ministry of Health and Welfare43
140
120

100
80

121

111

No. of Request

73

60

No. of Successful Requests
31

40

No. of Affected Items

20
0

2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

No. of content
restriction requests

73

31

111

121

No. and Method
of restriction

Removals:73

Removals:31

Accepted
Refused

73

111

121

Reason for refusal

0

31

-

-

-

-

No. of items
involved in requests

73

0

31

Removals:111　　　　　　　　　
Removals:121

0

111

0

121

43. For the official document, see Ministry of Health and Welfare Letter No. Wei Bu Zi 1062660335, dated July 28, 2017.
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Article 28 of the Act Governing Food Safety and Sanitation: 153
Quoted law and
no. of times

Article 24 of the Statute for Control of Cosmetic Hygiene: 86
Article 69 of the Pharmaceutical Affairs Act: 14

Article 23 of the Consumer Protection Act and Article 52 of
the Act Governing Food Safety and Sanitation: 75

Article 3 of the Regulations Governing the Management of Infant and
Follow-up Formula Advertisement and Sales Promotion: 13

Number of each

requesting method
Statistics of sending objects

official documents: 336
Government agencies: 0

Non - Government agenciesNGOS: 336

The Ministry of Health and Welfare issued 336 requests in the 2015-2016 period, among which
336 were successful, resulting in a request success rate of 100%.

Among the Ministry of Health and Welfare's 336 requests, 336 items were involved, resulting in
an average of 1 item per request.
All of the Ministry of Health and Welfare's requests went throughwere issuing ed as official documents.
In our the previous report, the Ministry of Health and Welfare did not provide the legal basis
and statistics for their content restriction or statistical data.
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Box 19

Ministry of Transportation and Communications44

100

81

80

80

No. of Request

60

No. of Successful Requests

40

20
0

0

0

2015 1H

0

0

0

2015 2H

1

0

No. of Affected Items
0

2016 2H

2016 1H

2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 3H

2016 4H

0

0

1

7

0

0

Accepted

0

0

Reason for refusal

0

0

0

0

No. of content restriction requests
No. and

method of restriction
Refused

No. of items

involved in requests
Quoted legal basis
and No. of times
No. of each

requesting method
Statistics of

sending objects
Sending list
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0

7

0

0

Removals: １　　　　　　　　　　
Removals: 7
0

0

1

No reply

7

No reply

from recipient

from recipient

80

81

Article 55 Sections 5 and 6 of the Act for the Development of Tourism: 8

Article 33 Section 1 and Articles 37 and 38 of the Consumer Protection Act: 7
official documents: 8
Government agencies: 0

Non-Government agencies : 8

Aisayo.com, Agoda Company Pte, Airbnb,

Booking.com B.V, AAE Travel Pte. LTD. (Expedia),

Agoda Taiwan,Taiwan Booking.com, Millennial Travel Ptd. Ltd.

44. For the official document, see Ministry of Transportation and Communications Letter No. Jiao You 1065014178,
dated October 13, 2017.

The Ministry of Transportation and Communications issued 8 requests in the 2015-2016 period, among which 0 were successful, resulting in a request success rate of 0%.
Among the Ministry of Transportation and Communications' 8 requests, 161 items were involved, resulting in an average of 20 item per request.

All of the Ministry of Transportation and Communications' requests were issued as official documents.
Data on the Ministry of Transportation and Communications were provided by the Tourism
Bureau. Other agencies replied by saying that no relevant data existed.
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Statistics on Requests for Internet Content Restriction
(Local and International Companies)

The following data are based on the transparency reports published by companies. We examined
nearly 20 international companies whose services were frequently used by the Taiwanese people,
and only Google, Wikimedia, and WordPress received requests from the Taiwanese government in
the 2015-2016 period.

Number of requests for Internet content restriction
from the Taiwanese government
2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

Total

Wikimedia

1

0

1

0

2

WordPress

0

0

0

2

2

Google

16

7

13

7

Number of items involved in the requests for Internet
content restriction from the Taiwanese government
Google

43

2015 1H

2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

Total

1

0

1

0

2

59

Wikimedia

WordPress

0

15

35

0

95

0

2

204
2

We based the success rate of requests on Google, the data on which were relatively sufficient. In
the 2015-2016 period, the government had success rates between 23% to 86% regarding requests
to Google, as shown below:

Success rate of the government requesting
content restriction from Google, 2015-2016
86%
80
60

44%

43%

40

23%

20
0

2015 1H
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2015 2H

2016 1H

2016 2H

Statistics on Requests for Internet Content Restriction
iWIN Internet Content Protection Organization 2015-2017

Based on the "Internet Content Management Regulations and Principles for Division of Labor,"
Internet content management in Taiwan is currently handled by different government agencies
based on respective areas assigned to them by law. Because no central authority exists, the Institute of Watch Internet Network (hereafter iWIN), established under Article 46 of the Protection of
Children and Youths Welfare and Rights Act, currently serves as the single contact to receive grievances and transfer them to relevant agencies.

About the history of iWIN, its sources of funding, its basis for authority, and the justification for its
existence, we offered detailed discussion in the previous report. See the 2012-2014 Taiwan Internet
Transparency Report for more information.
The figure below shows the number of complaints received by iWIN in past years.

Number of complaints received by iWIN (by the end of 2017)
18000

16,427

16000

15,051

14000
12000
9,943

10000

9,865

8,874

8000

6,965

7,037

6000
4000

2,145

2000
0

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Because Taipei Computer Association has took over the operation of iWIN in 2017, the following
statistics are organized by year to examine whether differences in operation exist between iWIN's
different periods.
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Statistics on the Complaints Received by iWIN 2015-2017

In the 2015-2017 period, in addition to continuing to accept complaints on internet content which is
inappropriate for children (e.g. violence, blood, pornography, obscenity, and gambling) based on the
Protection of Children and Youths Welfare and Rights Act45 , same as before, it continued to accept complaints about other inappropriate content (e.g. "inappropriate" messages, fraud, infringement of rights,
and email spam). After receiving complaints, iWIN conducts internal assessment to determine whether
the messages are in violation of law and then make further steps.
The following shows the complaints received by iWIN from 2015 to 201746 :

Operator

Cases received

Most common

Second common

2015
6,965

Cyber Angel's Pick

obscenity

pornography
Violence, blood,

and suicide（2.85%）

2016
16,427

2017

Taipei Computer Association

9,865　　　　　　　　　　

Types of cases

obscenity pornog-

obscenity pornography

gambling

gambling

raphy （95.43%）

(89％ )

（1.66%）

（2.1%）

Decisions
Referring to foreign

Most common

operator or URLs list

priate for children

priate for children

which is inappro（51.33%）

Second common

Non-violative or
indictable only

upon complaint

Referring to foreign

operator or URLs list

Referring to responsi-

ble agency（22.17%）

3.98%

which is inappro（61.51%）

Referring to foreign operator or URLs list which is

inappropriate for children
(66.5%)

Removal or referring

Removal or referring to

ator（22.99%）

（24.5%）

to domestic oper-

3.58%

domestic operator

10%

45. See Articles 46, 46-1, 49, 69, 94, 97, and 103 of the Protection of Children and Youths Welfare and Rights Act.
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46. iWIN regularly discloses its handling of cases. See: https://i.win.org.tw/iWIN/paper.php

Data Comprehensive Review

1

The number of government agencies that requested internet content restriction was smaller than the 2012-2014 period, with a significantly smaller
number of requests. The agencies involved were different from those in the
previous report, indicating incomprehensive data.

In the previous report, five government agencies stated that they had the authority to impose content restriction, four of which provided us with data, showing a total of 1,234 requests for content
restriction in the 2012-2014 period. In this report, however, only the Ministry of Health and Welfare
and Ministry of Transportation and Communications (Tourism Bureau) stated that they issued such
requests, only 344 in total. These two government agencies are not the agencies that claimed to
have authority in the previous report. In our view, this is an unreasonable change.
Comparison with data from iWIN shows that in the 2015-2016 period, at least 15% to 20% of iWIN's
cases were "referred to responsible agencies," totaling 3,000 cases. According to iWIN's own explanation, the data shows that in the two-year period, 3,000 reports on illegal content required
handling by government agencies - a number far higher than the 344 requests disclosed by the
government.
Furthermore, in the third national report on the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) in 201747 , the government even admitted to 16,427
complaints received by police agencies in 2016. No police agencies reported on how many of the
16,427 cases closed with content restriction.
Based on the above, we conclude that the data are currently incomprehensive.

2

About iWIN's findings

Based on data disclosed by iWIN, the following are some of the conclusions we can draw:

Large difference in number of grievance cases

iWIN received 6,965 complaints in 2015, lowest in the history of the organization. However, in the following year, a nearly ten thousand increases resulted in 16,427 cases, the
highest in its history.

High ratio of pornography cases without clear standard

Most of the complaints were categorized as "pornography" cases. For more than three
years, such cases constituted around 90% of all grievances, a drastically higher ratio than
other categories. However, we cannot find the definition and standard about the case of
pornography on iWIN's website, it makes the outside supervision impossible.

47. See item 6.28 in the Third National Report of CEDAW in December 2017: https://goo.gl/F4k85A。
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High number of offshore cases, which were mainly resolved with
filtering software

Because of the high number of offshore IPs, most cases (above 60%) were referred to
foreign operators or added to the filtering software provided by Chunghwa Telecom or
the Ministry of Education48 .

Non-violative items increased slightly, yet not certain

We are not certain about the criteria for "non-violative" and the specific content of
these cases. However, the existence of this category shows that iWIN conducts preliminary determination as to the "legality" of a case. This also means that iWIN itself is an
element that determines the legitimacy of specific pieces of Internet content. In the
2015-2016 period, less than 4% of cases were determined to be non-violative or indictable only upon complaint. In 2017, however, such cases grew to nearly 10%.

In addition, news and statistics showed that Internet content platforms reviewed by iWIN has covered streaming platforms49 , social media, blogs, and other online platforms. The organization is
also concerned with cyber bullying50 . In terms of collaborating with Internet providers, in the 20152016 period, the government played an active role in establishing an interface for iWIN, Facebook,
and news publishers to more efficiently handle controversial cases.
Finally, since January 1, 2017, iWIN has been operated by Taipei Computer Association. With new
management, in the following year, iWIN handled numerous high-profile cases, including suggesting that publishers correct their online statements51 and suggesting that streamers place age restriction warning on their feeds52 . These suggestions, because iWIN did not adequately explain the
scope of their authority in their communication, sparked public concern over potential violation of
the freedom of speech.

48. About this point, evidence can be found in the Procedure for Social Affairs Authorities Handling Internet Content Violating Children and Youths Welfare Laws (See Appendix (V)). iWIN refers all suspicious content involving offshore IP to the
Ministry of Education or Chunghwa Telecom.

49. SETN Political News Center (2015/10/01), "Self-Regulation? Dating Software '17' Sexualized,NCC Commissioner Unaware," retrieved on December 26, 2017: http://www.setn.com/News.aspx?NewsID=97964，。
50. Liberty Times (2015/04/29), "Anti-Cyberbullying, iWIN Expands Phone Grievance Services," retrieved on December 26,
2017: https://goo.gl/2xvNvt。
51. See investigation report No. 106 Jiao Zheng 0012 of the Control Yuan: https://goo.gl/sMXsU7
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52. Apple Daily (2017/04/26), "iWIN Responds to Gym Manager Streaming Controversy," retrieved on December 26, 2017::
https://tw.appledaily.com/new/realtime/20170426/1105686/

Special Section: Website Blocking System in Taiwan

In addition to requiring that certain websites remove content on its platform, directly requiring
Internet service providers to block certain content so that Internet users cannot view it is also a
method employed by many governments.
In this year's report, we attempted to gain preliminary understanding of Internet content censorship by the Taiwanese government through
　　requests for information disclosure,
　　services from OONI (Open Observatory of Network Interference) 53, and
　　content filtering software.
Requests for information disclosure were used to request that the government disclose their
blocking activities on public wireless Internet and the academic network. OONI was used to identify if certain websites were blocked through certain Internet connections. In terms of content filtering software, we only tested Network Guardian Angels(NGA), which was provided by the Ministry of
Education for free use by citizens.

Methodology and Results (1):
Government Information Disclosure
Regarding information disclosure, we first asked the National Development Council whether it had
any blocking system in the free wifi network, iTaiwan, under its management.

In the National Development Council's reply, it stated that no content censorship was conducted on iTaiwan by the Council itself. However, because wireless Internet is set up by county and
city governments, whether content censorship existed should be a question for the information
centers of each county and city governments.
After receiving reply from the National Development Council, we issued letters to the respective
information agencies of Taipei City, New Taipei City, Taoyuan City, Taichung City, Tainan City, and
Kaohsiung City to request information that whether certain websites were blocked on their wireless Internet.

Based on the replies from the six cities, except Taipei City and Tainan City, none of the agencies
block specific websites on their wireless Internet or academic network.

53. Regarding OONI, see Methodology and Results (2) in this section and visit https://ooni.torproject.org/.

54. For the official document, see Tainan City Government letter No. Fu Yan Zi 1060684479, dated June 29,2017.
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The Department of Information Technology (Taipei City Government) replied by stating that two
methods were used to screen websites in the wifi of Taipei Free, which it managed:
　　a filtering list by third-party operators and
　　a manually-defined list.

1

Filtering list by third-party
operators

Taipei City Government worked with Palo Alto
Networks55 to use the online real-time database to filter websites in the following categories:

　　abused-drug
　　adult
　　gambling
　　phishing
　　sex-education
　　weapon
　　Eyny.Com (manually defined)

2

Manually-defined list

In addition to operators' filtering list, Taipei
City Government also provided a web page
blocking list compiled by the Association to
End Child Prostitution, Child Pornography &
Trafficking of Children for Sexual Purposes
(ECPAT) Taiwan. By mid-2017, the list contained around 600 web pages.

Our test showed that TPE-Free indeed blocked some websites, including adult sites such as Pornhub and Xvideos, as well as some websites for selling pharmaceuticals. The image below is shown
when attempting to access a blocked website.

The problemlarger question here lies in the fact that we did not have the website categorization
list from Palo Alto Networks. Therefore, it was difficult to identifydetermine which websites were
blocked by TPE-Free.
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55. For categorization of a given website on Palo Alto Network, visit https://urlfiltering.
paloaltonetworks.com/

Methodology and Results (2): OONI Tests
OONI is an open-source project under the
TorProject. The testing software ooniprobe,
developed by OONI, is aimed at furthering
transparency of Internet content censorship
around the world. ooniprobe had a website
list compiled by volunteers around the world
(This project contributed to the list with Taiwanese websites.). Similar to the way Taipei
City Government works with Palo Alto Networks, OONI tests how the websites on the list
are blocked across the world.
Because of time constraints, we only used
ooniprobe to test the following networks:
Chunghwa Telecom fixed network
Taiwan Fixed Network

Far Eas Tone Telecommunications
fixed network

Asia Pacific Telecom fixed network

TPE-free (Taipei City's wireless Internet)

NewTaipei (New Taipei City's wireless Internet)
iTaoyuan (Taoyuan City's wireless Internet)
iTaiwan (Taichung)

Based on test results with OONI, no blocking was evident on the fixed networks provided by the operators. In terms of wireless
Internet, only the wireless Internet of Taipei
City blocked certain websites. After multiple
tests, we are largely certain that the websites
blocked in Taipei City belong to the seven categories listed in the previous section.
Test results are published on the Taiwan section of OONI Explore56 . Parts of the testing records have been lost. However, the remaining
records can be sorted based on the list below
on the OONI Explore website:
Network

Time

ASN

2017/10/19

AS38841

TPE-Free

2017/10/17

AS3426

NewTaipei

2017/10/19

AS131591

NewTaipei

2017/10/27

AS3426

2017/11/09

AS1659

Chunghwa
Telecom

iTaiwan

(Taichung)

56. The data or OONI Explorer can be seen here: https://explorer.ooni.io/country/TW
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Methodology and Results (3):

Content Filtering Software (NGA by the Ministry of Education)
In Taiwan, Network Guardian Angels (NGA), developed by the Ministry of Education, is the only client-side content filtering software available to the public for free. In addition to automatically and
manually screening various websites (including those of pornography, violence, gambling, and
gaming), NGA also offers blocking the Internet, viewing browser history, blocking Task Manager (so
that NGA cannot be disabled using Task Manager), and other functions.
Because of technical limitations, we could not conduct in-depth information security tests on such
software as overseas research institutes do57. We only briefly tested NGA's functions with our own
list and OONI's global list to determine whether there was inappropriate blocking on NGA's blocking database.

Results show that although websites blocked by NGA seemed to be mostly adult websites, websites for dating, gaming, hate speech, sex education (without nudity), and LGBTQ (without nudity)
were also blocked, indicating inconsistent standard58 . In addition, some websites of the non-profit
organizations, such as Taiwan Tongzhi (LGBT) Hotline Association and the Taiwan Alliance to End
the Death Penalty, were also blocked.

We still do not know the reasons for blocking these websites.

With the use of NGA growing each year59, when the Ministry of Education offers it to parents, considering both information security and information accessibility for the children and preventing
one-sided information from harming minors are undoubtedly ways for NGA to improve.

57. Citizen Lab did the security test for the client filtering app forced to install by South Korea government in 2017, and
found that the app may leak the password and personal information. The report could be seen here: https://citizenlab.
ca/2017/09/korean-parental-apps/
58. Testing NHA with OONI's Taiwanese and global lists, we found that some websites that only publishes content similar to sexual liberation (for instance, separation of sex and love), such as scarleteen.com were on the blocking list,
which suggests that NGA's criteria for screening websites did not only include nudity and sexually arousing content.
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59. According to the third national report on CEDAW, the download number of NGA grew from 4000 in 2013 when it was first
released to 110000 in 2016.

03

Improvement Recommendations
for the Government
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1

Establishing an Independent
External Supervisory Mechanism

In this report, the government disclosed at
least 65,884 requests for personal information,
an almost thirteenfold growth from the 4,908
requests in the previous report. The data also
clearly showed that almost none of the requests required any external supervisory process before being issued. Therefore, whether
a request was necessary, reasonable in its
scope, or equipped with correct adequate
documents were all determined by the agency
itself which is issuing the request.
In addition to periodically examining the legitimacy of these requests, an independent external supervisory system can also help agencies that need to establish/amend procedures
or laws and minimize the possibility to issue
illegal or unnecessary requests.

2

Conducting Regular Statistics
and Disclosure

Although many agencies provided unprecedentedly detailed data for this report, there
were still other agencies (see Appendix III) did
not have relevant statistics and could not provide data. In addition, same as the previous
report, the data disclosed by the government
that are included in this report were almost all
obtained via requests for this project, which
shows that the government is significantly
passive in this regard.
We have to stress again that in the digital age,
the government proactively and regularly disclosing such information will allow citizens to
more assuredly use digital tools and services
and thus trust the government's intent to protect the citizens' digital rights.

3

Companies should be required
to publish regular transparency
reports and establish comprehensive privacy and content
protection policies.

Many government agencies disclosed the
companies receiving their requests in this report, and among these companies, most have
yet to publish any transparency report while
the frequencies of them receiving requests
were considerably high.

According to statistics by AccessNow, by the
end of 2017, 68 companies had published
transparency reports in the global60 . To ensure that government agencies issue legal and
reasonable requests and that user data and
speech are not used by companies arbitrarily,
unilateral efforts are not enough. Therefore,
while the government continue to disclose
data, companies should be required to fulfill
their responsibilities in transparency and
publish regular reports. Doing so will not only
allow Internet users to effectively understand
which companies are trustworthy but also
strengthen the government’s credibility.

4

Establishing a Single Contact
for Issuing Requests in Each
Agency as soon as Possible

In the case of the Criminal Investigation Bureau, all requests issued to Facebook had to
be processed by the Criminal Information
Division, which simplified subsequent statistical work. More importantly, this minimizes
administrative mistakes, increases the trust
of enterprises in government agencies, and
saves unnecessary administrative costs.

60. AccessnNow has a Transparency Reporting Index, which compiles data from these transparency reports. See
https://www.accessnow.org/transparency-reporting-index/
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5

Establishing an open compliance system

A competent compliance system can help
ensure that government agencies do not issue excessive requests, minimize the efforts
and risks on the part of the companies, and
thus lower the possibility of violating citizens'
rights. Government agencies should examine laws that regulate their actions, establish
standard procedures for issuing various types
of requests, and disclose such procedures to
gain trust of citizens.

6

In countries such as the U.S., France, and
Korea, no similar organization exists, and the
governments directly regulate Internet content. The reason may be that in the long run,
organizations that function like iWIN may subject large amounts of Internet content to private censorship and inconspicuously violate
citizens’ freedom of speech.

Therefore, we hereby recommend that the
government reassess the necessity of iWIN to
prevent increased controversy in the future.

Reassessing the necessity of
existence of the iWIN (institute
of watch internet network)

The reason for directing this suggestion at
iWIN is that iWIN currently plays a problematic
role in the eyes of the public.

Firstly, iWIN is a complaint receiver that does
not have authority. Although it gives suggestions to the accused, the accused is under
no obligation to comply. Secondly, iWIN is
an organization that depend on the funding
from several government agencies (including
Ministry of Education, Ministry of Health and
Welfare, NCC, etc.) , giving it a background of
public authority. Lastly, the private operator
of iWIN comes from a government tender, the
winner of which has intentions that do not
necessarily align with governmental or public
interests.
The three factors above suggest that the current situation is that to operate iWIN, the government created a private organization that
has no public authority, materially influences
large amounts of Internet content with a background of public authority, while not being
held legally responsible.
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04

Difficulties Encountered for
the Production of This Report and Future Direction
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Challenges
1

2

Difficulty in obtaining more detailed data

In the previous report, we listed many items of information that could be requested for
this report. However, considering the difficulty in prior communication with respective
government agencies and the absence of established regular disclosure of statistics, to
allow government agencies to provide as much information as possible, this project eventually decided to use the query format from the previous report, with only few additional
items.

Difficulty in verifying the credibility of data

Although the data obtained for this report are more reasonable than for the previous
report, the credibility and accuracy of current data are still in doubt. For instance, data
provided by the government mostly did not come from their own statistical work but were
conducted on the information disclosure request for this project, resulting in probable
omissions. In addition, because no local enterprises have published transparency reports,
supporting evidence mostly came from international enterprises, who received fewer requests. Without Big Data, it was difficult for this project or the public to cross-validate the
data.
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Future Directions
1

Further analyzing privacy and content protection policies of enterprises
and requiring them to publish transparency reports
For this report, we obtained a list of enterprises that received requests from the government (See Appendix VI), which will help future researchers and consumers target specific
enterprises, analyze the comprehensiveness of their privacy and content protection policies, and requiring them to actively publish transparency reports.

2

Compiling a list of large databases in the country and their uses

3

Further studying the databases and information security
risks involved in filtering software

This project only listed, in very preliminary terms, three large databases that were created
for the needs of investigative agencies and were well known. We did not research these
databases in depth (such as studying past cases and the data they contained). These
databases naturally had direct connection to national surveillance. However, for administrative purposes, the government created more databases than the three above (e.g. the
health insurance database and the tax database). Therefore, these large databases can be
studied and categorized in the future.

Filtering software is installed on large numbers of mobile devices and computers and is often run in the background without the users' consent. Authorization also is not controlled
by the device user. Therefore, whether filtering software inappropriately screens websites
directly affects the users' freedom of sending and receiving information. In addition, filtering software running in the background has caused information security concerns in other
countries. Therefore, the safety of such software - its ability to protect passwords, personal
information, and other usage information - is closely related to the privacy of users.

4

Investigating whether the crime investigation and prevention
technology used by prosecutors and police is appropriate and legal

In the past two years international reporters, activists, and researchers have revealed that
national security and police units have employed various different monitoring technologies to carry out their duties. Whether these technologies are legally or illegally used,
their operation and function are often confidential or rarely known. Thus, the disclosure
of these monitoring technologies is the foundation for the public’s further discussion
on whether national monitoring frequency is appropriate. In Taiwan there have been new
on the government's willingness to purchase Hacking Team and Finfisher. The Investigation Bureau's own report clearly indicates that the Bureau is currently using XRY or UFED
mobile phone identification technology. Therefore, more comprehensive disclosure can
facilitate public discussion on privacy protection in the future.
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Appendices
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（I） Surveyed Agencies in This Report
Letters issued to

Type of agency

Tier of agency

Name of agency

Tier 2 and
independent agencies

Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of National Defense, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Education, Ministry of
Justice, Ministry of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Transportation and
Communications, Ministry of Labor, Council of Agriculture, Ministry
of Health and Welfare, Environmental Protection Administration,
Ministry of Culture, Ministry of Science and Technology, National
Development Council , Mainland Affairs Council, Financial Supervisory Commission , Coast Guard Administration, Overseas Community Affairs Council, Veterans Affairs Council, Council of Indigenous
Peoples, Hakka Affairs Council, Public Construction Commission,
Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting, and Statistics, Directorate-General of Personnel Administration, Central Bank of the Republic of China, Atomic Energy Council, Central Election Commission,
Fair Trade Commission, National Communications Commission

Tier 1

Central agencies

Tier 3

Tier 4

Local agencies

Private enterprises
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Executive Yuan

Ministry of the Interior: National Fire Agency, National Conscription
Agency, Construction and Planning Agency, National Immigration
Agency, National Airborne Service Corps, Legal Affairs Committee
National Communications Commission: North, Central, and
South Supervision Offices, Department of Planning, Radio Station and Content Department, Legal Affairs Department
Criminal Investigation Bureau (including 1st to 9th Investigation Corps), 1st to 7th Special Police Headquarters
Taipei City Police Department, New Taipei City Police Department,
Taoyuan City Police Department, Taichung City Police Department, Tainan City Police Department, Kaohsiung City Police
Department, Department of Information Technology (Taipei City
Government), New Taipei City Information Management Center,
Taoyuan City Information Management Center, Taichung City
Information Management Center, Tainan City Information Management Center, Kaohsiung City Information Management Center
PChome, Chunghwa Telecom, Taiwan Mobile, Asia Pacific Telecom, Far Eas Tone Telecommunications

Agencies Surveyed by the Office of Legislative Yuan member Yu Mei-nu
Type of agency

Tier of agency

National

National Security Bureau

security agency

Tier 2 and
independent agencies

Tier 3

Private enterprises

Name of agency

Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Economic Affairs, National Communications Commission

Ministry of Justice Investigation Bureau, Ministry of Justice Agency Against Corruption, National Police Agency

PChome, Chunghwa Telecom, Taiwan Fixed Network,
Asia Pacific Telecom, New Century InfoComm Tech
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（II） Agreement between Facebook and the Criminal
Investigation Bureau
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（III）Reasons for Not Providing Data or Providing
Incomplete Data
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No reply

3rd Special Police Corps, 1st to 9th Investigation Corps, Chunghwa Telecom

No statistical data

Ministry of Justice, National Police Agency,
Fair Trade Commission, National Communications Commission , Central Election
Commission, Taichung City Police Department, Taoyuan City Police Department,
New Taipei City Police Department, Aviation
Police Bureau, Special Assignment Brigade

Provided partial data for secrecy of investigation

the Second Special Police Corps, 7th Special Police Corps, Taipei City Police Department, Kaohsiung City Police Department

No disclosure of tax data (Article 18 Section 1 Clause 4 of the Freedom of Government Information Law)

Ministry of Finance

Disclosure of data will allow criminals to understand investigative techniques, circumvent investigation, and obstruct criminal investigation.

Kaohsiung City Police Department (first reply), the Second Special Police Corps (first reply)

Only partial data could be provided because the statistical scope was too large.

Tainan City Police Department,
Criminal Investigation Bureau

Confidential based on Article 11 of the Regulations
Governing Telecommunication Operators Processing Authorities' Queries of Telecommunication
User Data (replying to request from this project)

Far Eas Tone Telecommunications
Co., Ltd., Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd.,
Asia Pacific Telecom Co., Ltd.

Establishing public opinion update section to respond to online public opinion

Atomic Energy Council, Executive Yuan

Only traditional communication monitoring,
without searching data from Internet service
providers or restricting content

Coast Guard Administration

Only provided data on "file application"

Ministry of Education

No relevant action

Agencies not listed above

（IV）Legal Bases for Requests for Personal Information
and Internet Content Restriction 2012-2106
The following lists data from the previous report and this report, divided into requests for online
personal information and requests for Internet content restriction. Please note that agencies in the
list did not necessarily conduct relevant actions in the 2015-2016 period.
No.

Agency

1

National Security Bureau

Legal bases claimed by agency when requesting
online personal information
the Communication Security and Surveillance Act 　　　　
Regulations Governing Government Agencies

Cooperating with National Intelligence Services
Articles 3-1, 11-1, 15, and 16 and relevant Enforcement Rules
of the Communication Security and Surveillance Act Articles
3-1, 11-1, 15, and 16 and relevant Enforcement Rules

2

Ministry of Justice
Investigation Bureau

Article 7 Section 2 of the Telecommunications Act

Article 27 of the Regulations for Administration on Type II Tel
ecommunications Business

Article 15 Section 1 Clause 1 and Article 20 Section 1 Clause 2
of the Personal Information Protection Act
Articles 229 and 230 of the Code of Criminal Procedure

3

Ministry of Justice
Agency Against
Corruption

Articles 229-231 of the Code of Criminal Procedure　　

4

National Police
Agency, Ministry
of the Interior

　　Laws & Regulations Database of the Republic of China　　

5

National Police
Agency Criminal
Investigation Bureau

6

7

the Second
Special Police Corps

Coast Guard Administration, Executive Yuan

the Communication Security and Surveillance Act

Guidelines for Prosecutors Conducting Communication Monitoring
　　"Communication Protection and Control Section" of the Minis
　　try of Justice
Laws & Regulations Database of the Republic of China　　

"Communication Protection and Control Section" of the Minis
try of Justice
Articles 228 and 229 of the Code of Criminal Procedure

"Legal Information" of the Intellectual Property Office, Ministry of
Economic Affairs

"Communication Protection and Control Section" of the Ministry of
Justice
"Legal Affairs" of the National Communications Commission
the Communication Security and Surveillance Act
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No.

Agency

9

Transportation and

10

Ministry of Finance

11

Ministry of

Communications

Ministry of Economic Affairs

Legal bases claimed by agency when requesting
online personal information
　　Article 24 of the Meteorological Act　　

　　Article 40 of the Administrative Procedure Act
　　Articles 30 and 33 of the Tax Collection Act　　
　　Articles 10-1, 12, 13, and 42 of the Customs Act

　　Articles 49 and 50 of the Commodity Inspection Act　　
　　Articles 42 and 43 of the Weights and Measures Act
　　Article 7 of the Telecommunications Act

　　Article 3 Section 1 and 2 and Article 5 of the Regulations Governing 　　
　　Telecommunication Operators Processing Authorities' Queries of
　　Telecommunication User Data　　
12

Ministry of Health
and Welfare

　　Article 7 of the Telecommunications Act

　　Article 33 Section 1 and 2 of the Mental Health Act　　
　　Article 26 of the Medical Care Act　　

　　Articles 28 and 29 of the Act Governing Food Safety and Sanitation　　
　　Article 66 of the Pharmaceutical Affairs Act

　　Article 24 of the Statute for Control of Cosmetic Hygiene Article
　　40 of the Administrative Procedure Act

13

14

15
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National Immi-

gration Agency,

Ministry of the Interior

Fair Trade Commission
Central Election
Commission

　　Article 89 of the Immigration Act　　

　　Regulations Governing Telecommunication Operators Processing
　　Authorities' Queries of Telecommunication User

　　Article 27 Section 1 Clause 2 of the Fair Trade Act　　
　　Article 40 of the Administrative Procedure Act　　
　　Multi-Level Marketing Supervision Act

　　Article 40 of the Administrative Procedure Act

No.

1

2

3

4

5

Agency

Ministry of Transportation
and Communications

Ministry of Economic Affairs
National Police Agency
Criminal Investigation
Bureau

National Immigration
Agency, Ministry
of the Interior

National Commissions
Commission

Legal bases claimed by agency when requesting
online personal information

Article 17 Section 1, Article 18 Section 1, and Article 24 Sec
tion 2 of the Meteorological Act　　

Article 55 Sections 5 and 6 of the Act for the Development of
Tourism
Article 33 Section 1 and Articles 37 and 38 of the Consumer
Protection Act

Article 6 Section 4 and Article 60 Section 2 of the Commodity
Inspection Act　　
Articles 20 and 55 of the Weights and Measures Act
Not provided
Article 34 of the Act Governing Relations between the People
of the Taiwan Area and the Mainland Area　　
Article 6 of the Regulations for Advertising Goods, Labor and
General Services of the Mainland Area in the Taiwan Area
Article 58 Section 3 of the Immigration Act
Telecommunications Act

Based on the "Internet Content Management Regulations
and Principles for Division of Labor," the management of
Internet content is the same as that of the physical society.
Agencies request operators to remove specific content based
on their respective authority.
Based on Articles 46 and 49 of the Protection of Children

6

Ministry of Health
and Welfare

and Youths Welfare and Rights Act, the iWIN Internet content
protection organization accepts grievances and refers them
to responsible agencies or request that operators or website
administrators remove inappropriate content.

Article 28 of the Act Governing Food Safety and Sanitation　　
Article 24 of the Statute for Control of Cosmetic Hygiene　　
Article 69 of the Pharmaceutical Affairs Act　　
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（V）Procedure for Social Affairs Authorities Handling Internet
Content Violating Children and Youths Welfare Laws
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（VI）Other Transparency Reports
Access Now transparency reporting Index：

https://www.accessnow.org/transparency-reporting-index/

Hong Kong transparency report：http://transparency.jmsc.hku.hk/
South Korea Internet transparency report：http://transparency.kr/
Judicial Yuan Communication Monitoring Annual Report：
http://www.judicial.gov.tw/juds/goa/surveillance.htm

Ministry of Justice Communication Monitoring Statistics：https://goo.gl/ksqaS8

Google transparency report：https://transparencyreport.google.com/?hl=zh-TW
Facebook transparency report：https://transparency.facebook.com/
Oath transparency report：https://transparency.oath.com/

Line transparency report：https://linecorp.com/en/security/transparency/top
Microsoft Corporate Social Responsibility Report Hub： https://goo.gl/ibxLNp
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（VII）Definitions
Internet Service Provider (ISP)

ISPs are service providers whose Internet service must be completed with TCP/IP protocol. This category includes and is not limited to Internet access service providers (IASPs), Internet platform providers (IPPs),
Internet content providers (ICPs), and application service providers (ASPs) comprising individuals, enterprises, organizations, or governmental agencies.

　　

　　

e.g. Telecom operators, academic network (TANET), iTaiwan, Google, PCHOME, PTT(BBS), online forums, dating websites, online games, auction websites, Internet of Things operators, eTag, payment services
Online personal information

Information provided, published, transmitted, saved, or generated by individuals or
organizations using Internet services provided by ISPs. Such information can be further
categorized as content data or non-content data.

Internet content

Ideographic symbols, text, images, videos, or other information provided, published,
transmitted, or saved by individuals or organizations using Internet services provided
by ISPs or government agencies, including links provided by search engines.

Government agencies

Ideographic symbols, text, images, videos, or other information provided, published,
transmitted, or saved by individuals or organizations using Internet services provided
by ISPs or government agencies, including links provided by search engines.

Non-government agencies
Legal persons that are not government agencies as defined above.
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